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Relationship to the Strategic Plan / Health Impact
Assessment
The City’s Strategic Plan identifies asset management and
service excellence, housing and creating healthier communities
among the key strategic objectives and goals for the City of
Greater Sudbury. Asset management and service excellence
acknowledges that planning, building and maintaining
sustainable infrastructure is critically important. All citizens need
access to safe, affordable, attainable and suitable housing
options in the City. Many of the existing draft approved plans of
subdivision are focused on single and double residential housing
built-forms (e.g. single-detached, semi-detached, and duplex
dwellings). Some existing draft approved plans also include
medium density residential built-forms (e.g. street townhouse and
row townhouse dwellings).

Healthier communities require investments in active
transportation and sustainable transportation, as well as through
the provision of parks and trails and a focus on building
community gathering places. Older draft approved plans of
subdivision may require revisiting how well active transportation, sustainable transportation, parks, trails and
open space have been incorporated into their designs. All existing and future draft approved plan of
subdivision extensions have the potential to impact the above noted key strategic objectives and goals that
are identified in the City’s Strategic Plan.

Report Summary
 This report is a review of draft approved plan of subdivision extensions, which is an operational matter
under the Planning Act, whereby municipalities are permitted to establish a lapsing date for draft approved
plans of subdivision and are further permitted to extend lapsing dates when conditions associated with a
draft approved plan of subdivision have not been satisfied prior to the established lapsing date. 
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At present, staff has reviewed all existing draft approved plans of subdivision and found that 17 active draft
approved plans of subdivision received their initial approval from Council between 1976 and 1999. There
are an additional 22 active draft approved plans of subdivisions that have initial approval from Council
between 2000 and 2010. 

Further to this, as of the publication date of the City’s Growth and Settlement Policy Discussion Paper, it is
noted that there are currently 58 draft approved plans of subdivision in the City and it is estimated that the
current potential yield from said draft approvals would amount to 6,534 new residential dwelling units. There
are also a number of active subdivision, rezoning and site plan applications that could yield a further 2,390
residential dwelling units. It is estimated using a high growth scenario that this would result in 531 new
residential dwelling units per year being available over the next 17 years. The 2020 Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS) requires that municipalities maintain a minimum three year supply of lands that are suitably
zoned to facilitate residential intensification and this includes lands that have draft approved plans of
subdivision or have registered subdivision plans. Municipalities are also required to maintain a minimum ten
year supply of lands that are designated and available for residential development. The City’s current land
supply in terms of available housing opportunities therefore meets and exceeds requirements set out in the
PPS. 

Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan states, “All conditions of draft plan approvals must be met within
three years after which the draft approval lapses. The City will not extend or recommend the extension of a
draft plan approval, beyond the statutory limitation of three years, unless the subdivider has demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the City that they are making a reasonable effort to proceed in meeting the conditions of
the draft approval. At the time of extension, the City will review draft plan conditions and may make
appropriate modifications.” This policy is intended to establish baseline criteria for considering an extension
request and staff would advise further that it is imperative that Planning Committee and Council consider
the in-force policy and regulatory environment at the time such an extension is requested by a subdivider. 

The report provides a summary of how current draft approved plan of subdivision extension requests are
processed by the City. The report also examines how other municipalities in Ontario are processing draft
approval requests (i.e. the “Landowner Onus” approach) and consideration is also given to recent Ontario
Municipal Board (OMB) and Local Planning Appeal Tribual (LPAT) decisions that have ruled in
circumstances where a municipality no longer wishes to extend an existing draft approval, thereby
withdrawing development approval for a draft approved plan of subdivision. 

The report concludes that staff intend on strengthening review of these extension requests and are
formulating procedures for obtaining better information from a landowner when a request to extend is made
to the City. Staff also expects that Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan can be modernized through the
in-progress Phase 2 review of the Official Plan and a better understanding from a policy perspective of what
is meant by demonstrating reasonable effort can be established as a guiding test in the City’s Official Plan
in the future. 

Financial Implications
This report has no financial implications.
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Staff Report: 
 
Background: 
 
On September 10, 2018, the City’s Planning Committee directed staff to review Section 19.4.2 (formerly 
section 20.4.2) of the City’s Official Plan, which addresses situations whereby all conditions of draft plan of 
subdivision approvals have not been met within the initial three year period following Council’s approval of 
a draft plan of subdivision. This direction was approved by the Planning Committee following their 
consideration of a request to extend the draft approval applicable to a rural estate subdivision referred to 
as the Whitson Lake Subdivision (File # 780-7/98002). Staff noted that the policy environment around rural 
estate subdivisions had changed since the Whitson Lake Subdivision was initially draft approved and that 
rural estate subdivisions are generally no longer permitted in the City’s current and in-force Official Plan 
and further that the PPS does not encourage such rural estate development. Council ratified this direction 
on November 20, 2019. 
 
Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan outlines that it is the policy of Council to not extend or recommend 
the extension of a draft plan of subdivision approval beyond the initial three year period unless the 
landowner has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City that they are making a reasonable effort to 
proceed in clearing those conditions associated with their draft approved plan of subdivision. Any time that 
a request for extension is made by a landowner, it is the policy of Council to consider the above and make 
modifications where necessary to any conditions related to a draft approved plan of subdivision. In the 
absence of reasonable effort having been demonstrated by the landowner, the policy would be supportive 
of Council deciding to not extend the draft approved plan of subdivision. 
 
Staff has reviewed the request in detail and is now bringing forward this report for information purposes. 
 
Attached to this report for reference purposes is an excerpt copy of Planning Committee Resolution 
PL2018-158, which directed staff to review and report back on Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan. 
Staff has also prepared a map for reference purposes depicting all currently draft approved plans of 
subdivision throughout the City organized by approval date, both prior to and after the City’s Official Plan 
that was adopted on June 14, 2006. There is one subdivision at present under appeal. 
 
Policy and Regulatory Framework: 
 
The issue with respect to extending an existing draft plan of subdivision approval is the focus of this report 
and therefore consideration of the following policy and regulatory framework is appropriate: 
 

 Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13; 

 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS); and, 

 Official Plan for the City of Greater Sudbury. 
 
The Planning Act together with the PPS and the City’s Official Plan provide a policy framework for 
subdivision planning and development in the City of Greater Sudbury. This framework is implemented 
through the draft approval of plans of subdivision for an initial period of three years. Landowners may 
request extensions of typically one, two or three year periods after the initial period of three years. There is 
no limit to the number of extensions that can be approved at present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90p13
https://files.ontario.ca/mmah-provincial-policy-statement-2020-accessible-final-en-2020-02-14.pdf
https://www.greatersudbury.ca/city-hall/reports-studies-policies-and-plans/official-plan/official-plan/op-pdf-documents/current-op-text/
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Planning Act 
 
Section 51 of the Planning Act has established two land use planning principles with respect to the initial 
approval of a draft plan of subdivision and how extensions to an existing draft approved plan of subdivision 
can be addressed. 
 
First, Section 51(32) allows for a municipality to provide a lapsing date on a draft approved plan of 
subdivision of not less than three years and the draft approval is considered to have lapsed at the end of 
the specified time period. In practice, where a draft plan of subdivision has lapsed there is nothing 
preventing a landowner from filing another draft plan of subdivision application for consideration. The re- 
application is treated as a new application and all requirements under Section 51 are applicable (e.g. a 
public hearing would be required). Section 51(33) allows for a municipality to extend draft approval beyond 
the initial period for a time specified by the municipality. Lapsing conditions are imposed by a municipality 
to ensure that development once approved will proceed in an expeditious manner. The municipality is 
most typically concerned that development takes place within the current policy and regulatory framework 
and especially where scarce services or capacity to service development have been committed to the draft 
approved plan of subdivision. Three years is generally considered to be sufficient time to clear conditions 
of draft approval and proceed to registering a plan of subdivision. Section 51(33) allows for some flexibility 
whereby some additional time can be afforded to a landowner where they are actively pursuing the 
clearing of draft approval conditions. 
 
Second, Section 51(44) on the other hand allows for a municipality to withdraw draft approval of a plan of 
subdivision at its discretion or to change the conditions of a draft approval at any time before the 
registration of a plan of subdivision.  
 
Appeal rights in both cases noted above are found in Section 51 should a landowner or interested party 
wish to appeal a refusal to extend a lapsing date, a change of conditions or the complete withdrawal 
entirely of a draft approval by a municipality. 
 
2020 Provincial Policy Statement 
 
Municipalities in the Province of Ontario are required under Section 3 of the Planning Act to ensure that 
decisions affecting planning matters are consistent with the PPS. Settlement areas, employment areas, 
housing and housing supply, provision of public spaces, sewage and water capacities, transportation, 
natural heritage areas, natural hazards and human-made hazards are some examples of areas of 
provincial interest that a draft approved plan of subdivision may impact and should be considered when an 
initial approval is granted as well as when an extension to an existing draft approval is granted. The PPS 
is updated from time-to-time by the Province, and any draft approval extension should be considered 
within the context of the in-force PPS at the time an extension request is made. 
 
Official Plan for the City of Greater Sudbury 
 
Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan states, “All conditions of draft plan approvals must be met within 
three years after which the draft approval lapses. The City will not extend or recommend the extension of 
a draft plan approval, beyond the statutory limitation of three years, unless the sub-divider has 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City that they are making a reasonable effort to proceed in meeting 
the conditions of the draft approval. At the time of extension, the City will review draft plan conditions and 
may make appropriate modifications.” 
 
Section 19.4.3 is related to the above and notes that when approving plans of subdivision, the City will 
have regard for conformity of the proposed plan of subdivision with the Official Plan and matters listed in 
the Planning Act. 
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Planning Analysis: 
 
When considering to extend, not extend or withdraw a draft approved plan of subdivision, the generally 
accepted land use planning test is whether or not the landowner has demonstrated reasonable effort in 
advancing the draft approval to the registration of a plan of subdivision. Registration of subdivisions in the 
City has typically occurred in phases, mostly where there a large number of lots, and it becomes more 
cost effective for a landowner to develop in smaller phases as opposed to registering and building out all 
lots and infrastructure at the same time.  
 
At present, Section 19.4.2 of the City’s Official Plan does not define or set out any criteria around what 
“reasonable effort” means or how a landowner can demonstrate that they intend on proceeding with a draft 
approved plan of subdivision and that an extension is therefore appropriate. This is not unusual in Ontario, 
however there are some approaches and policy examples in other municipalities that go beyond a policy 
in their Official Plan referencing “reasonable effort.” 
 
“Landowner Onus” Approach 
 
Most municipalities throughout Ontario currently use a “landowner onus” approach to considering a draft 
plan of subdivision approval extension request. The general concept around this approach is that the 
landowner is required to identify and demonstrate which draft approval conditions have been cleared, 
which have not been cleared, and to provide an explanation as to why the draft approved plan of 
subdivision has not proceeded to registration.  
 
Some municipalities are explicit in how this information is to be provided, but in general the expectation 
under this approach is that the landowner provides either a table chart listing all conditions and updates on 
progress, or a full report outlining progress and reasons why an extension should be approved. In general, 
where conditions have not been cleared, the landowner is expected to provide an update on their progress 
and/or an explanation as to why no progress has been made on a condition. 
 
Many municipalities also set out an internal staff procedure or set of criteria under which requests to 
extend a draft approved plan of subdivision are considered. For example, the Municipality of Meaford 
assesses a draft approved plan of subdivision extension request based on whether municipal servicing 
capacities continue to be available and whether or not any new legislation or policy documents (e.g. 
Planning Act, PPS, Official Plan, etc.) and/or by-laws (e.g. Zoning By-law, Sewer Use By-law, Water Use 
By-law) have been introduced or changed that would now preclude the development from proceeding.  
 
The Town of Cobourg on the other hand has included a policy in their Official Plan referencing that draft 
plans of subdivision are only to be approved (or extended) where there would be no negative impact on 
the financial stability of the municipality and only where adequate services and community facilities exist. 
Staff reports involving draft approved plan of subdivision extensions also examines if conditions remain 
relevant and in keeping with provincial (e.g. PPS) and municipal (e.g. Official Plan) policies. 
 
Case Law 
 
There have also now been a number of cases heard by the Ontario Municipal Board (now the Local 
Planning Appeal Tribunal) which involved a municipality deciding to not extend a draft approved plan of 
subdivision. 
 
On March 5, 1997, in Battenleigh Common (Milton) Developments Inc. v. Town of Miltion & Regional 
Municipality of Halton, the Board found that in deciding to extend a lapsing date for a draft approved plan 
of subdivision, one must consider and balance both public and private interests and to have regard to what 
would be in the interest of good land use planning. 
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On August 29, 2019, the Local Planning Appeal Tribunal in 1807086 Ontario Inc. v. Town of Asphodel-
Norwood agreed with the Town’s position to not extend a lapsing date for a draft approved plan of 
subdivision. The draft approval had been in place for 30 years and the municipality submitted that the 
landowner had not acted on clearing any draft approval conditions since 2007. The municipality had also 
recently completed a comprehensive review of all their draft approved plans of subdivisions that were 20 
years or further from their initial draft approval date and for each one there was either a final two year 
extension granted or the draft approval was withdrawn entirely. 
 
Existing Draft Approval Extension Process in the City of Greater Sudbury 
 
At present, staff require a letter or email from a landowner requesting an extension to their draft approved 
plan of subdivision, which must include an indication as to the length of extension that is being sought 
along with a brief explanation as to why the extension request is being made. There is no onus on the 
landowner to provide an update with respect to their progress on clearing each condition that are attached 
to the draft approved plan of subdivision. The application fee to extend a draft approved plan of 
subdivision is based on both the length of the extension request and the number of lots and/or blocks that 
are unregistered at the time of the request. As a courtesy, staff will typically remind a landowner that a 
lapsing date is approaching, however, monitoring a draft approval lapsing date and requesting an 
extension in a timely manner is entirely the responsibility of the landowner. 
 
Requests to extend a draft approved plan of subdivision are circulated to affected agencies and 
departments and a report along with a recommendation is then prepared for the Planning Committee to 
consider. It should be noted that staff reports for draft approval extensions do not typically examine the 
current policy and regulatory framework; however, staff does consider this when reviewing an extension 
request. Council then ratifies the decision that Planning Committee makes with respect to the request to 
extend a draft approved plan of subdivision beyond the lapsing date. 
 
Existing Draft Approvals in the City of Greater Sudbury 
 
Staff reviewed all existing draft approved plans of subdivision and found that 17 active draft approved 
plans of subdivision received their initial approval from Council between 1976 and 1999. There are an 
additional 22 active draft approved plans of subdivisions that have initial approval dates from Council 
between 2000 and 2010. At the time of writing this report, staff found that there are 39 active draft 
approved plans of subdivision throughout the City that are at 10 of more years beyond their initial approval 
date from Council. Staff can further advise the 39 above noted draft approved plans of subdivision there 
are 15 draft approved plans of subdivision that have not registered any lots. 
 
Further to this, as of the publication date of the City’s Growth and Settlement Policy Discussion Paper, it is 
noted that there are currently 58 draft approved plans of subdivision in the City and it is estimated that the 
current potential yield from said draft approvals would amount to 6,534 new residential dwelling units. 
There are also a number of active subdivision, rezoning and site plan applications that could yield a further 
2,390 residential dwelling units. It is estimated using a high growth scenario that this would result in 531 
new residential dwelling units per year being available over the next 17 years. It should be noted the PPS 
requires that municipalities maintain a minimum three year supply of lands that are suitably zoned to 
facilitate residential intensification and this includes lands that have draft approved plans of subdivision or 
have registered subdivision plans. Municipalities are also required to maintain a minimum ten year supply 
of lands that are designated and available for residential development. The City’s current land supply in 
terms of available housing opportunities therefore meets and exceeds requirements set out in the PPS. 
 
Next Steps: 
 
Staff advises that Phase 2 of the City’s Official Plan review is, in part, examining issues related to water 
and waste-water capacities and demands. Section 19.4.2 has been identified as being a policy requiring 
an update to address these capacities and demand issues.  
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Staff through this process will consider the embedding of criteria into this section to strengthen the policy 
position and clarification around what constitutes reasonable effort on behalf of a landowner when they 
seek to extend a draft approved plan of subdivision.  
 
Internal procedures and application requirements for extension requests are also under review and a 
stronger “landowner onus” approach will be applied to extension requests in the future once said 
procedures are established. 

 
Conclusion: 
 
The majority of municipalities in Ontario are utilizing the “landowner onus” approach to varying degrees 
and require that the landowner demonstrate reasonable effort is being made on advancing a draft 
approved plan of subdivision to registration. Other municipalities have strengthened their Official Plan 
policies to make clear to a landowner what tests are applied to the review of an extension request. Staff 
intend on strengthening review of these extension requests and formulating procedures for obtaining 
better information from a landowner before bringing forth an extension request to the Planning Committee 
and Council. Staff expects that Section 19.4.2 can be modified through the in-progress Phase 2 review of 
the City’s Official Plan. As a result, a better understanding from a policy perspective of what is meant by 
demonstrating reasonable effort can be established as a test when a landowner requests an extension to 
an existing draft plan of subdivision approval. 
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Planning Committee Resolutions

Moved By 

Seconded By

X7
Date Monday, September 10, 2018

No, PL2018O6<5

THAT the City of Greater Sudbury's delegated official be directed to amend the conditions of draft appra^fl 
for a plan of subdivision on those lands described as Part of Parcels 2433 & 9496, Parts 1 to 3, Plar^^ 
53R-15429 and Parts 1 & 3, Plan 53R-16637, Lot 3, Concession 5, Township of Biezard, File # jT 
780-7/98002, as outlined in the report entitled “Consbec inc." from the General Manager of Groj^Tn and 
Infrastructure, presented at the Planning Committee meeting of September 10, 2018, uponj^fyment of 
Council’s processing fee in the amount $1,308.00 as follows: S
1. By deleting the number "12.80 metres” and replacing it with “13.5 metres" in Condron #10.

2. By adding the following words at the end of Condition #11 a): f
"A Drinking Water Treatment System must be designed by a mechanical enalneer to Ontario Building Code 
Division B, Part 7, 7.2.10.17(1); CAN/CSA-B483.1 and a Potable Water Agreement registered on title to the 
satisfaction of the Chief Building Official.”

3. By deleting the word "Development” and replacing it with "Infrasfmcture” in Condition #13.
4. By adding the following words at the end of Condition #14^lot grading agreement shall be registered 
on title, if required, to the satisfaction of the Director of Plajpining Services and City Solicitor. The 
owner/applicant shall be responsible for the legal costs^jreparing and registering the associated lot 
grading agreement."
5. By deleting the words "Infrastructure Services^nd replacing it with "Growth and Infrastructure” in
Condition #16. f
6. By deleting the words “Planning and Development Department” and replacing it with “Planning Services 
Division” in Condition #18 and by addiogthe words “and a Record of Site Condition is to be provided prior to 
any building permits being issued."jOie end of Condition #18.

7. By deleting the words “Grow^nd Development Department" and replacing it with “Planning Services 
Division”, as well as deletin^ne words "Infrastructure Services” and replacing it with “Growth and 
Infrastructure” both in Cooffition #19.

8. By deleting the wojVs “Growth and Development Department” and replacing it with "Planning Services 
Division”, as wella^eleting the numbers “13”, "14”, “17” and “18” in Condition #20,

9. By deletinc^Vondition #21 and replacing it with the following:

“21 .ThaUlVs draft approval shall lapse on June 16, 2021.”

10. B^eleting the words “Director of Roads and Transportation” and replacing it with “General Manager of 
GjVwth and Infrastructure” in Condition #23.
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11. By adding the following new Condition #31:

“31 .Prior to the submission of servicing plans, the owner/applicant shall, to the satisfaction of the Directorjfr 
Planning Services, provide an updated Geotechnical Report prepared, signed, sealed, and dated by a 
geotechnical engineer licensed in the Province of Ontario. Said report shall, as a minimum, provide fj^tual 
information on the soils and groundwater conditions within the proposed development. Also, the reaort 
should include design information and recommend construction procedures for any proposed stoj^ri and 
sanitary sewers, stormwater management facilities, watermains, roads to a 20 year design lifeJne mass 
filling of land, surface drainage works, erosion control, slope stability, slope treatment and bujraing 
foundations. The geotechnical information on building foundations shall be to the satisfactWn of the Chief 
Building Official and Director of Planning Services. Included in this report must be detaiia^egarding removal 
of substandard soils (if any) and placement of engineered fill (if required) for the constriction of new homes.”

12. By adding the following new Condition #32: /
“32. As part of the submission of servicing plans, the owner shall have rear yafra slope treatments designed 
by a geotechnical engineer licensed in the Province of Ontario, incorporat<^nnto the plans at locations 
required by the General Manager of Growth and Infrastructure. Suitable j/ovisions shall be incorporated in 
the Subdivision Agreement to ensure that the treatment is undertakeryo the satisfaction of the General 
Manager of Growth and Infrastructure,” /
13. By adding the following new Condition #33: /
“33. The owner will be required to provide permanent silt anyerosion control drainage works to the 
subdivision’s storm water outlet to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Growth and Infrastructure.”

14. By adding the following new Condition #34: J
"34.Streetllghts for this subdivision will be designeyand constructed by Greater Sudbury Hydro Plus Inc. at 
the cost of the owner.” /
15. By adding the following new Condition #35f

“35. Final approval for registration may b^ssued in phases to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning 
Services, provided that: /
i) Phasing is proposed in an.orderlyyrogression, in consideration of such matters as the timing of road 
improvements, infrastructure and fisher essential services; and,

ii) AH agencies agree to registymon by phases and provide clearances, as required, for each phase 
proposed for registration; fiynermore, the required clearances may relate to lands not located within the 
phase sought to be registered.”

16. By adding the following new Condition #36:

"36. That the ownejrepplicant shall have completed all major outstanding infrastructure deficiencies that are 
critical to the ov^ll function of the subdivision in.previous phases of the plan that have been registered,.or 
have made aiwigements for their completion, prior to registering a new phase of the plan, to the 
satisfaction m the General Manager of Growth and Infrastructure Services."

17. By aaraing the following new Condition #37:

“37. 5nat the draft plan be amended in order to delete the bulb located at Lots 4 and 5 and that a 20 metre 
rid*f of-way be provided in this location to the satisfaction of the General Manager of Growth and 
j/rrastructure.”
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18. By adding the following new Condition #38:

"38. The owner will provide an updated geotechnical report prepared, signed, sealed and dated 
geotechnical engineer licensed in the Province of Ontario. Said report shall, as a minimum, pro^le factual 
information on the soils and groundwater conditions within the proposed development. Also^ne report 
should include design information and recommend construction procedures forfooting^nd building 
foundations. Included in this report must be details regarding the removal of substandard soils (if any) and 
placement of engineered fill (if required) for the construction of homes. Also, tto^eport must include an 
analysis illustrating how the groundwater table will be lowered to a level th^t^ill not cause problems to 
adjacent boundary housing and will, in conjunction with the subdivisiojj^rading plan, show that basements 
of new homes will not require extensive foundation drainage pumpfftg. The geotechnical information on 
building foundations shall be to the satisfaction of the Chief Birffoing Official. Also, a Soils Caution 
Agreement, if required shall be registered on title to the sfrffsfaction of the Chief Building Official."

19. By adding the following new Condition #39:

"39. That in accordance with Section 59(4V^fmie Development Charges Act, a notice of agreement shall be 
registered on title to ensure that persopa'who first purchase the subdivided land after registration of the plan 
of subdivision are informed, at the^fte the land is transferred, of all development charges related to 
development.”

20. By adding the followidg new Condition #40:

“40. That the owpwshall provide an environmental impact study (EIS) to the City that determines whether 
the proposejj^evelopment will have negative impacts on the water quality and aquatic ecology of Whitson 
Lake. will identify whether the negative impacts can be mitigated and, if so, will recommend
metres that should be followed to achieve the desired impact mitigation. The EIS must include, but not be 
limited to, a lakeshore capacity assessment following provincial guidance. The EIS must be to the 
satisfaction of the Director of Planning Services and must be prepared by a qualified professional,”

AND THAT Council direct staff to prepare a report to the Planning Committee respecting Section 20.4.2 of 
the Official Plan regarding the extension of draft plan.approvals and the demonstration of.reasonable efforts 
by the subdivider to satisfy the conditions of draft approval.

CARRIED

Committee Resolutions are not ratified 
until approved by Council


